
Salient Networks IT as a Service Bundles

This is your IT future.

The roots of Salient Networks stretch back to 1987. Over the 
last 30+ years, we’ve helped advance the ongoing technological 
evolution. But one thing about Salient Networks will never 
change—we are a truly people-centered, client-first company. 

That means our team of professionals will work closely  
with your company in a consultative capacity to execute 
strategies that streamline and strengthen your key business 
functions. Our solutions integrate components from the top 
technology manufacturers in the world. We tailor our solutions 
to meet your specific business needs and deliver superior 
customer experiences. 

Importantly, Salient offers flexible ITaaS bundles. Within 
our customized bundles we offer every level of consultation, 
design, implementation and support. We can augment your IT 
team or help desk with extra personnel or specialists, or we can 
even take it over completely. 

ITaaS



Flexibility is an advantage because your company evolves. Maybe that means 
more locations, more employees, or more people working remotely. It certainly 
means the further digital transformation of how your team works together and 
how your customers interact with you. 

With an ITaaS Bundle from Salient Networks, you can scale the capacities your 
company requires up or down on a month-to-month basis, or even sooner. 
That means more devices, new apps, more data storage—on a dime. In today’s 
competitive marketplace, agility is crucial and ITaaS Bundles have agility built in. 

An outgrowth of flexibility is the peace of mind that comes with running your 
business on a future-proof IT platform. As we have all witnessed first hand, 
technology never stands still. Innovation is endless, customer expectations 
continuously rise, regulations shift, and new threats emerge—your company 
should always be ready.

With an ITaaS Bundle from Salient Networks, you always are. Your IT ecosystem 
will adapt, your customers will notice and be delighted, you will comply with the 
latest rules, and your security will keep you a few steps ahead of and safe from 
cyber attacks—on an ongoing basis.

The perfect IT solution offers you all the connectivity, communication, and 
support capacities you need and none that you don’t. It reduces the costly and 
complex infrastructure footprint you need to purchase, power, maintain, update, 
protect and refresh. And it offers predictability.

Because ITaaS Bundles are: 

Flexible...Future-proof...Affordable.

Why would your company  
want an ITaaS Bundle?

With an ITaaS Bundle 
from Salient Networks, 
you get an IT solution 
tailored to your needs 
and budget, on premise 
or in the cloud, plus 
consistently optimized 
performance and 
capacity, all within a 
monthly subscription 
package that lowers 
your IT price point.



Depending on what your company needs, Salient can work alongside your IT team or even become your IT team. In 
fact, outsourcing all or some of your IT needs to dedicated experts like those at Salient is a growing trend. We plan, 
design, install and support comprehensive, turn-key solutions for single and multi-location organizations, including:

Server and Desktop Infrastructure – Cloud and On-Premise:
• IT Manager as a Service 
• Geographically redundant datacenters  

powered by Green Cloud
• Virtual Servers (No more buying and upgrading 

expensive servers, worrying about battery backup, etc.)
• Virtual Desktops (No more managing/replacing dozens 

or hundreds of laptops, can manage one central virtual 
instance accessed from any device anywhere)

• Disaster Recovery in the Cloud
• Data backup in the Cloud
• Server Monitoring and Management 
• PC/Laptop Monitoring and Management, featuring a 

24/7 end-user helpdesk

Wired and Wireless Data Networks:
• Building secure and dependable networks with 

guaranteed campus-wide coverage
• Providing and managing all LAN, WAN and wireless 

infrastructure
• Utilizing industry-leading hardware and software 

vendors like Cisco and Meraki
• Utilizing a fully integrative, consultative approach, that 

plans for your future
• Managing minor and major software upgrades
• Managing moves, add ons, and overhauls

Phone and Internet Systems –  
Cloud and On-premise:

• Geographically redundant datacenters
• IP telephony (Internet Protocol conducts  

voice calls over an online network instead  
of traditional phone lines)

• Instant messaging  
(Real-time conversations with teammates  
or clients on a range of devices)

• Video conferencing 
• Data sharing, text, voicemail to e-mail 

integration, fax, and more
• Contact Centers, call recording, screen 

capture, workforce management
• Internet circuits and SIP trunks  

(including unlimited local and domestic  
long distance usage)

Network Security:
• Chief Information Security Officer as a Service
• Firewalls
• Intrusion Detection/Prevention
• Monitoring
• Malware
• Web Filtering
• Ransomware Defense

What optional layers of IT  
does Salient Networks offer?



Ready to learn more about  
outsourcing IT through an ITaaS Bundle?

Whether you are looking to outsource all of your IT needs or 
get some backup for your existing IT team, Salient Networks 
is proud to offer our expertise and earn your trust. 

Our team can customize a cost-effective package of 
infrastructure, proactive management, and support that will 
help make your life easier, your customers happier, and your 
business run more smoothly.

Contact us today for a consultation.

Call    760-930-2600
email    info@salientnetworks.com


